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TZ Series Carpet Tile Pattern File Vol.�

OFFICE：Floor patten in entrance
We'd like to focus on office design and share a few floor plans featuring our TZ series.

Vol.� Entrance
The office environment is undoubtedly experiencing a transformation due to evolving work styles and

the impact of the COVID-�� pandemic. In this article, we present a floor pattern that specifically

emphasizes the entrance.

As a company invests more effort into fostering a creative co-creation space that promotes active

communication among its members, the office increasingly mirrors the unique perspective of the

company. These offices are highly appealing to those working within, cultivating an environment that

not only attracts individuals to work there but also nurtures partnerships with the company. Notably, the

office entrance serves as the face of the company.

In this article, we focus on such office entrances. TAJIMA's 'TZ Series,' featuring mid- to high-end carpet

tiles, is primarily designed for the modern office. Take a look at some floor pattern examples tailored for

the new normal office setting.

*Pattern diagrams are for reference only. The scale and appearance may vary depending on the space, so

please be sure to check the actual samples when considering the adoption of the carpet.

*Please check the direction of carpet application on each pattern drawing.



FILE�� Concept：Chic and high-quality space
Keywords: #herringbone #monotone #stylish #modern

Products: TAPIS STONE FACE TZ��-���（50%）∕622（40%） TAPIS PLAYFUL DIGI TZ��-���（10%）

Borrowing from the classic herringbone pattern, a playful touch with color variation, avoiding an overly

heavy impression, creates a spatial atmosphere that complements the modern office aesthetic.



FILE�� Concept：Hint of Playfulness
Keywords: #checkered pattern #monotone #chic

Products: TAPIS CRAFT CHECK TZ��-���∕664

Despite its serene monotone appearance, TAPIS CRAFT CHECK exudes a subtle sense of fun and joy,

thanks to the playful effect created by its checkered pattern.



FILE�� Concept：Hospitality expressed by circle shape
Keywords: #impressive #checkered pattern

Products: TAPIS CRAFT CHECK TZ��-��� TAPIS CARREAUCA 439-4401∕4403

TAPIS CARREAUCA features a three-dimensional appearance crafted through the interplay of high and

low loop piles. The synergy between CARREAUCA's high-quality aesthetic and the casual charm of TAPIS

CRAFT CHECK contributes to the creation of an impressive space.



Floor materials introduced in this article.

Carpet Tile
TAPIS STONE FACE
TZ07-621 , TZ07-622

Carpet Tile
TAPIS PLAYFUL DIGI

TZ06-605

Carpet Tile
TAPIS CRAFT CHECK

TZ09-663 , TZ09-664 , TZ09-668

Carpet Tile
TAPIS CARREAUCA
439-4401 , 439-4403

https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_stone_face/tapis_stone_face/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_playful_digi/tapis_playful_digi/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_craft_check/tapis_craft_check/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_carreauca/tapis_carreauca/index.html



